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Strong
Parents,
strong
Children
Early Intervention
& Family Support

PROVIDING SECURITY

Parents can tell if their child is developing differently
and needs help. If parents have to deal with their
questions alone, concerns, fears and despair can
arise.
Early Childhood Intervention & Family Support.
From the beginning.

“I couldn’t sleep at night, I felt
so alone. The early childhood
intervention specialist
listened to me.”
Helene W., Landeck
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INTRODUCING EXPERIENCES

Parents often experience challenging situations.
An early intervention specialist can accompany parents on their way with knowledge and experience.

“For the first time I felt as though
someone finally understood. I
stopped going round in circles.”
Elke J., Hall
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SUPPORTING THE CHILD
Based on what the child can manage and what he
enjoys, the early intervention specialist works with
the child to improve dexterity, coordination, movement, speech, concentration and independence.
Children learn to develop their skills and abilities
through play, to start life with more confidence.

“Sabine looks forward to our specialist
coming because she always brings such
fun games with her. She concentrates
much more nowadays.”
Paul M., Landeck
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ACCOMPANYING THE CHILD

The early intervention specialist accompanies the
child, at home in familiar surroundings. Together they
cope with the challenges a child faces in everyday life.
Together they discover the world: feeling, grasping,
understanding, recognising, naming.
Assistance for parents, children and siblings.

“The early intervention specialist
supported Anna until she went to school.
Today she’s doing really well!”
Sylvia A., Innsbruck
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SUPPORTING THE FAMILY

During each visit, time is reserved for parents to ask
any questions they may have. Diet, sleep, siblings,
kindergarten, school and more. Time to discuss diagnoses and organise further steps together.
Because empowering parents means empowering
children.

“Without Andrea, I wouldn’t
have got through last year.”
(Manuela L., Kitzbühel)
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CONNECTING WITH EXPERTS

At the parents’ request, the early intervention specialist can provide necessary contacts or accompany the
family to doctors or therapists. She knows where to
find help, how to get it and how to apply for financial
assistance.
To ensure children get the help they deserve.

“Ursula has accompanied us to
medical specialists and
organised expert help.”
Maria G., Innsbruck
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FINDING INFORMATION
If you are concerned your child is not developing like
other children, please contact the representative in
your region. They will be able to tell you what you
need to do in order to obtain Early Childhood Intervention and Family Support.
Local consulting services in:
Innsbruck City
Innsbruck Regional East & South
Imst & Innsbruck Regional West
Kitzbühel
Kufstein
Landeck
Lienz
Reutte
Schwaz
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0043 676 88509 316
0043 676 88509 397
0043 676 88509 451
0043 676 88509 428
0043 676 88509 603
0043 676 88509 165
0043 676 88509 492
0043 676 88509 125
0043 676 88509 417
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At home: Assisting children and families in familiar surroundings
Empowering: For the child and the whole family
Accompanying: Advice and support with parents’ questions
Realistic: Help in coping with everyday life
Mediating: Therapy, Doctor’s visits, aid and funding
Networked: Know-how from various fields of expertise
Financed: by the State of Tyrol, with diagnosis
Competent: 30 years of experience in Early Childhood Intervention & Family Support
Confidentiality: Information only passed on in consultation with
the parents
Supportive: From birth to school age

An offer from
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Early Intervention & Family Support
for children with a disability
or developmental delay
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